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SUMMARY

We propose a numerical method for a fluid–structure interaction problem. The material of the structure is
homogeneous, isotropic, and it can be described by the compressible neo-Hookean constitutive equation,
while the fluid is governed by the Navier–Stokes equations. Our study does not use turbulence model.
Updated Lagrangian method is used for the structure and fluid equations are written in Arbitrary Lagrangian–
Eulerian coordinates. One global moving mesh is employed for the fluid–structure domain, where the
fluid–structure interface is an ‘interior boundary’ of the global mesh. At each time step, we solve a mono-
lithic system of unknown velocity and pressure defined on the global mesh. The continuity of velocity at the
interface is automatically satisfied, while the continuity of stress does not appear explicitly in the monolithic
fluid–structure system. This method is very fast because at each time step, we solve only one linear sys-
tem. This linear system was obtained by the linearization of the structure around the previous position in the
updated Lagrangian formulation and by the employment of a linear convection term for the fluid. Numerical
results are presented. Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In a fluid–structure interaction problem, the fluid and structure equations are coupled by two
boundary conditions: equality of the velocities and equality of the stresses at the fluid–structure
interface. This kind of multiphysics problem can be solved numerically using partitioned proce-
dure or monolithic approaches. Partitioned procedure strategy consists in solving separately the
fluid and structure sub-problems using an iterative process, in general. This can be performed using
fixed-point iterations [1–3], Newton like methods [4–6] or optimization strategies [7–9].

The monolithic approach consists in solving the global fluid–structure system, [10–13]. In the
monolithic approach, the boundary conditions at the interface are included in the global system. A
drawback is that the coupled fluid–structure system is sometimes ill conditioned and preconditioners
are needed [14].

An advantage of the partitioned procedure is that we can use distinct black boxes solvers for
the fluid and the structure, respectively. A drawback is that, at each time step, we have to solve
many times alternatively fluid and structure sub-problems in order to get the both boundary con-
ditions at the interface. If one of the coupling condition is violated as in the staggered procedures,
the numerical scheme can become unstable, as it was shown in [15] for the haemodynamic
applications. However, in applications, the staggered procedures are efficient [16, 17].
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1068 C. M. MUREA AND S. SY

In [18], because a simple structure model, the fluid equations include the structure equation as
a Robin boundary condition. In this way, the fluid–structure interaction problem reduces to a fluid
problem with moving boundary.

Long time, the staggered procedures were considered to be not suitable for the simulation of
incompressible fluid-elastic–structure interaction. Recently, in [19], a new staggered scheme was
introduced, which is unconditionally stable for a linear model, and it was successfully applied to
two-dimensional and three-dimensional incompressible fluid–structure interaction problems.

In this paper, we use a monolithic strategy for solving the interaction between an incompressible
fluid governed by the Navier–Stokes equation with a non-linear elastic structure governed by the
compressible neo-Hookean model. Our study does not include turbulence model. A particularity of
our approach is using a global moving mesh for the fluid–structure domain, where the fluid–structure
interface is an ‘interior boundary’ of the global mesh. At each time step, we solve a monolithic
system of unknown velocity and pressure defined on the global mesh. The continuity of velocity at
the interface is automatically satisfied because we use continuous finite elements. The continuity of
stress does not appear explicitly in the monolithic fluid–structure system, because of the action and
reaction principle. This method is fast compared with a particular partitioned procedure algorithm
because at each time step, we solve only one linear system. This linear system was obtained by the
linearization of the structure around the previous position in the updated Lagrangian formulation
and by the employment of a linear convection term for the fluid.

2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

We study a two dimensional fluid–structure interaction problem. We denote by �S0 the initial struc-
ture domain, and we assume that its boundary admits the decomposition @�S0 D �D0 [ �

N
0 [ �0.

We suppose that the initial structure domain is undeformed (stress-free). At the time instant t , the
structure occupies the domain �St bounded by @�St D �D0 [ �

N
t [ �t . On the boundary �D0 , we

impose zero displacements.
The initial fluid domain �F0 is bounded by: †1 the inlet section, †2 the bottom boundary, †3

the outlet section, and �0 the top boundary (see Figure 1, at the left). The boundary �0 is common
of both domains, and it represents the initial position of the fluid–structure interface. At the time
instant t , the fluid occupies the domain �Ft bounded by the moving interface �t and by the rigid
boundary † D †1 [†2 [†3 (see Figure 1, at the right).

We denote by US W �S0 �Œ0; T �! R2 the displacement of the structure. A particle of the structure
whose initial position was the point X will occupies the position x D XCUS .X; t / in the deformed
domain �St . The gradient of the displacement US D

�
U S1 ; U

S
2

�T
with respect to the coordinates

X D .X1; X2/
T is the matrix

rXUS .X; t / D

0
@ @US

1

@X1
.X; t /

@US
1

@X2
.X; t /

@US
2

@X1
.X; t /

@US
2

@X2
.X; t /

1
A :

Figure 1. Initial (left) and intermediate (right) geometrical configuration.
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If A is a square matrix, we denote by det A, t r.A/, A�1, AT the determinant, the trace, the inverse
and the transpose matrix of A, respectively. We write A�T D

�
A�1

�T
and cof A D .det A/

�
A�1

�T
the cofactor matrix of A.

We denote by F .X; t / D I C rXUS .X; t / the gradient of the deformation, where I is the unity
matrix and we set J .X; t / D det F .X; t /.

The first and the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensors are denoted by … and †, respectively
and the following equality holds … D F†: We suppose that the material of the structure is homo-
geneous, isotropic and it can be described by the compressible neo-Hookean constitutive equation
† D �S .lnJ /F�1F�T C�S

�
I � F�1F�T

�
, where �S , �S are the Lamé constants of the linearized

theory; see [20] or [21], chapter 5.
We have assumed that the fluid is governed by the Navier–Stokes equations. For each time instant

t 2 Œ0; T �, we denote the fluid velocity by vF .t/ D
�
vF1 .t/; v

F
2 .t/

�T
W �Ft ! R2 and the fluid

pressure by pF .t/ W �Ft ! R. Let us remark that the fluid domain �Ft depends on the position of
the interface �t , which is the image of �0 via the map X! XC US .X; t /.

Let �
�
vF
�
D 1

2

�
rvF C

�
rvF

�T �
be the fluid rate of strain tensor and let �F D �pF I C

2�S�
�
vF
�

be the fluid stress tensor. In order to simplify the notation, we write rvF in place of
rxvF , when the gradients are computed with respect to the Eulerian coordinates x.

We denote by PUS the material time derivative or the total time derivative of the displacement
US . We have that VS D PUS is the velocity and RUS D PVS is the acceleration of the structure.
Using the Lagrangian coordinates, we have RUS .X; t / D @2US

@t2
.X; t / and PUS D @US

@t
.X; t /; see

[22], section 2.3. The total time derivative of the fluid velocity using the Eulerian coordinates is
PvF D @vF

@t
C .vF � r/vF .

The problem is to find the structure displacement US , the fluid velocity vF , and the fluid pressure
pF such that:

	S0 .X/ RU
S .X; t / � rX � .F†/ .X; t / D 	S0 .X/ g; in �S0 � .0; T / (1)

US .X; t / D 0; on �D0 � .0; T / (2)

.F†/ .X; t /NS .X/ D 0; on �N0 � .0; T / (3)

	F
�
@vF

@t
C .vF � r/vF

�
� 2�Fr � �

�
vF
�
Cr pF D 	F g;8t 2 .0; T /;8x 2 �Ft (4)

r � vF D 0;8t 2 .0; T /;8x 2 �Ft (5)

�F nF D hin; on †1 � .0; T / (6)

�F nF D hout ; on †3 � .0; T / (7)

vF D 0; on †2 � .0; T / (8)

vF
�
XC US .X; t / ; t

�
D
@US

@t
.X; t / ; on�0 � .0; T / (9)

�
�F nF

�
.XCUS .X;t/;t/ ! .X; t / D � .F†/ .X; t /NS .X/ ; on �0 � .0; T / (10)

US .X; 0/ D US;0 .X/ ; in �S0 (11)
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1070 C. M. MUREA AND S. SY

@US

@t
.X; 0/ D VS;0 .X/ ; in �S0 (12)

vF .X; 0/ D vF;0 .X/ ; in �F0 (13)

where 	S0 W �
S
0 ! R is the initial mass density of the structure, g is the acceleration of gravity vector

and it is assumed to be constant, NS is the unit outer normal vector along the boundary @�S0 , 	F > 0
and �F > 0 are constants and its represent the mass density and the viscosity of the fluid, hin and
hout are prescribed boundary stress, nF is the unit outer normal vector along the boundary @�Ft .
The factor ! appearing in the left-hand side of (10) is defined by ! .X; t / D

��cof .F/NS
��
R2
D��JF�TNS

��
R2

. We have the identity; see [23], for example,Z
�t

�
�F nF

�
.s;t/

ds D

Z
�0

�
�F nF

�
.SCUS .S;t/;t/ ! .S; t/ dS:

For the structure Equations (1)–(3), we have used the Lagrangian coordinates, while for the fluid,
Equations (4)–(8), the Eulerian coordinates have been used. The Equations (9) and (10) represent
the continuity of velocity and of stress at the interface, respectively. Initial conditions are given by
(11)–(13).

The governing equations for fluid–structure interaction are (1)–(13).

3. STRUCTURE APPROXIMATION USING THE TOTAL LAGRANGIAN FRAMEWORK

Usually, the structure equations are solved in the total Lagrangian framework. Let us recall that VS

is the velocity of the structure in the Lagrangian coordinates. The Equation (1) is equivalent to

	S0 .X/ PV
S .X; t / � rX � .F†/

�
US
�
.X; t / D 	S0 .X/ g; in �S0 � .0; T / (14)

PUS .X; t / D VS .X; t / ; in �S0 � .0; T /: (15)

Let N 2 N� be the number of time steps and 
t D T=N the time step. We set tn D n
t for
n D 0; 1; : : : ; N . Let VS;n .X/ and US;n .X/ be approximations of VS .X; tn/ and US .X; tn/. We
also use the following notations

Fn D ICrXUS;n; †n D �S .lnJ n/ .Fn/�1 .Fn/�T C �S
�

I � .Fn/�1 .Fn/�T
�
; n > 0:

The system (14)–(15) will be approached by the implicit Euler scheme

	S0 .X/
VS;nC1 .X/ � VS;n .X/


t
� rX �

�
FnC1†nC1

�
.X/ D 	S0 .X/ g; in �S0 (16)

US;nC1 .X/ � US;n .X/

t

D VS;nC1 .X/ ; in �S0 (17)

From (17), we get FnC1 D Fn C 
trXVS;nC1, and consequently, FnC1 and †nC1 depend on
the velocity VS;nC1 but not in the displacement US;nC1. In other word, we have eliminated the
unknown displacement, and we have now an equation of unknown VS;nC1.

The weak form of the Equation (16) is: find VS;nC1 W �S0 ! R2, VS;nC1 D 0 on �D0 , such thatZ
�S
0

	S0
VS;nC1 � VS;n


t
�WS dXC

Z
�S
0

FnC1†nC1 W rXWS dX

D

Z
�S
0

	S0 g �WS dXC
Z
�0

FnC1†nC1NS �WS dS

(18)
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for all WS W �S0 ! R2, WS D 0 on �D0 . For instant, we have assumed that the forces
FnC1†nC1NS on the interface �0 are known.

4. STRUCTURE APPROXIMATION USING THE UPDATED LAGRANGIAN FRAMEWORK

We rewrite the structure equations in the updated Lagrangian framework, and we will see in the
following section that the boundary conditions at the fluid–structure interface will be easily handled.

We denote by �Sn the image of �S0 via the map X ! XC US;n .X/, and we set b�S D �Sn the
computational domain for the structure.

The map from �S0 to �SnC1 defined by X! x D XCUS;nC1 .X/ is the composition of the map
from �S0 to b�S defined by X! Ox D XC US;n .X/ with the map from b�S to �SnC1 defined by

Ox! x D OxC US;nC1 .X/ � US;n .X/ D OxCbu .Ox/ :
With the notationsbF D ICrOxbu and bJ D detbF, J n D det Fn, we obtain

FnC1 .X/ DbF .Ox/Fn .X/ ; J nC1 .X/ D bJ .Ox/ J n .X/ : (19)

The relation between the Cauchy stress tensor of the structure �S and the second Piola–Kirchhoff
stress tensor † is the following �S .x; t / D

�
1
J

F†FT
�
.X; t /, where x D X C US .X; t / : For the

neo-Hoohean material, �S .x; t / has the form 1
J
�S .lnJ /IC 1

J
�S

�
FFT � I

�
:

The mass conservation assumption gives 	S .x; t / D
�S
0
.X/

J .X;t/ , where 	S .x; t / is the mass density
of the structure in the Eulerian framework.

For the semi-discrete scheme, we use the notations

�S;nC1 .x/ D
�

1

J nC1
FnC1†nC1

�
FnC1

�T�
.X/ ; x D XC US;nC1 .X/

and 	S;n .Ox/ D
�S
0
.X/

Jn.X/ ; Ox D XC US;n .X/.

Let us introducebvS;nC1 W b�S ! R2 and vS;n W b�S ! R2 defined bybvS;nC1 .Ox/ D VS;nC1 .X/
and vS;n .Ox/ D VS;n .X/ : Also, for WS W �S0 ! R2, we define bwS W b�S ! R2 and wS W �SnC1 !
R2 by bwS .Ox/ D wS .x/ DWS .X/.

Now, we rewrite the Equation (18) over the domain b�S . For the first term of (18), we get

Z
�S
0

	S0
VS;nC1 � VS;n


t
�WS dX D

Z
b�S 	S;n

bvS;nC1 � vS;n


t
�bwS d Ox

and similarly Z
�S
0

	S0 g �WS dX D
Z
b�S 	S;ng �bwS d Ox:

Using the identity
�
rwS .x/

�
FnC1 .X/ D rXWS .X/ and the definition of �S;nC1, we getZ

�S
0

FnC1†nC1 W rXWS dX D
Z
�S
nC1

�S;nC1 W rwS dx:

Details about this kind of transformation could be found in [23], chapter 1.2.
In order to write the aforementioned integral over the domain b�S , let us introduce the tensor

b† .Ox/ D bJ .Ox/bF�1 .Ox/ �S;nC1 .x/bF�T .Ox/ : (20)

Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Numer. Meth. Engng 2017; 109:1067–1084
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1072 C. M. MUREA AND S. SY

Because
�
rwS .x/

�bF .Ox/ D rOxbwS .Ox/, see [23], chapter 1.2 and taking into account (20), we get

Z
�S
nC1

�S;nC1 W rwS dx D
Z
b�S bFb† W rOxbwS d Ox:

Using the identitybu .Ox/ D US;nC1 .X/�US;n .X/ D 
t VS;nC1 .X/ D 
tbvS;nC1 .Ox/, we obtain

bF D IC
trOxbvS;nC1: (21)

For the neo-Hookean material, we have �S;nC1 D �S

JnC1
.lnJ nC1/IC �S

JnC1

�
FnC1

�
FnC1

�T
� I
�

and using (19), it follows that

b† D bJbF�1 �S

J nC1
.lnJ nC1/bF�T CbJbF�1 �S

J nC1

�
FnC1

�
FnC1

�T
� I
�bF�T

D bJ �SbJJ n
�

lnJ n C lnbJ�bF�1bF�T CbJbF�1 �SbJJ n
�bFFn

�bFFn
�T
� I
�bF�T

D
�S

J n

�
lnJ n C lnbJ�bF�1bF�T C �S

J n

�
Fn .Fn/T �bF�1bF�T � :

(22)

Let us remark thatbF depends only onbvS;nC1, see (21) and b† depends onbvS;nC1 and Fn .X/, see
(22).

Now, it is possible to present the updated Lagrangian version of (18). Knowing US;n W �S0 ! R2,b�S D �Sn and vS;n W b�S ! R2, we try to findbvS;nC1 W b�S ! R2,bvS;nC1 D 0 on �D0 such that

Z
b�S 	S;n

bvS;nC1 � vS;n


t
�bwS d OxC Zb�S bFb† W rOxbwS d Ox

D

Z
b�S 	S;ng �bwS d OxC Z

�0

FnC1†nC1NS �WS dS

(23)

for all bwS W b�S ! R2, bwS D 0 on �D0 . We recall that the forces FnC1†nC1NS on the interface �0
are assumed known.

From [21], chapter 3.2, if A is a square matrix, by linearization, we have:

det.IC A/ � 1C tr.A/; .IC A/�1 � I � A; ln.1C x/ � x:

From (21) and because 
trOxbvS;nC1 is small, we can approachbF�1 by I�
trOxbvS;nC1 and lnbJ
by .
t/t r.rOxbvS;nC1/.

Now, we linearize the map

bvS;nC1 !bFb† D �S

J n
.lnJ n C lnbJ /bF�T C �S

J n

�bFFn .Fn/T �bF�T � (24)

by

bL �bvS;nC1� D �S

J n
ln J n

�
I �
t

�
rOxbvS;nC1�T �C �S

J n
.
t/t r.rOxbvS;nC1/I

C
�S

J n

��
IC
trOxbvS;nC1�Fn .Fn/T � IC
t

�
rOxbvS;nC1�T � :

(25)

The linearized updated Lagrangian weak formulation of the structure is knowing US;n W �S0 !
R2, b�S D �Sn and vS;n W b�S ! R2, findbvS;nC1 W b�S ! R2,bvS;nC1 D 0 on �D0 such that

Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Numer. Meth. Engng 2017; 109:1067–1084
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Z
b�S 	S;n

bvS;nC1 � vS;n


t
�bwS d OxC Zb�S bL

�bvS;nC1� W rOxbwS d Ox
D

Z
b�S 	S;ng �bwS d OxC Z

�0

FnC1†nC1NS �WS dS

(26)

for all bwS W b�S ! R2, bwS D 0 on �D0 .
In view of (25), in order to compute the stiffness matrix in the aforementioned equation, we have

to integrate Fn over b�S . We use the convention that Fn .X/ D bG .Ox/ where Ox D XC US;n .X/.
We put

US;nC1 .X/ D US;n .X/C
tbvS;nC1 .Ox/ (27)

and we can get the new structure domain �SnC1 as the image of b�S via the map

Ox! x D OxC
tbvS;nC1 .Ox/ (28)

then set vS;nC1 W �SnC1 ! R2 as follows

vS;nC1 .x/ DbvS;nC1 .Ox/ : (29)

The time advancing scheme for structural equations is given by (26)–(29).

5. ARBITRARY LAGRANGIAN–EULERIAN FRAMEWORK FOR APPROXIMATION OF
FLUID EQUATIONS

The Arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian (ALE) framework is a successful method to solve fluid
equations in moving domain [24]. Let b�F be a reference fluid domain, and let At , t 2 Œ0; T � be a
family of transformations such that: At .Ox/ D Ox for all Ox 2 †1 [ †2 [ †3 and At .b�F / D �Ft ;

where Ox D .bx1;bx2/T 2 b�F are the ALE coordinates and x D .x1; x2/
T D At .Ox/ the Eulerian

coordinates.
Let vF be the fluid velocity in the Eulerian coordinates. We denote by bvF W b�F ! R2 the

corresponding function in the ALE coordinates, which is defined bybvF .Ox; t / D vF .At .Ox/; t/ D
vF .x; t /: We denote the mesh velocity by #.x; t / D @At

@t
.Ox/ D @At

@t
.A�1t .x// and the ALE time

derivative of the fluid velocity by @vF

@t

ˇ̌̌
Ox
.x; t / D @bvF

@t
.Ox; t /.

The Navier–Stokes equations in the ALE framework give:

	F
�
@vF

@t

ˇ̌̌
b̌x C

��
vF � #

�
� r
�

vF
�
� 2�Fr � �

�
vF
�
CrpF D 	F g; in �Ft � .0; T /

r � vF D 0; in �Ft � .0; T /

We denote by vF;n, pF;n, the approximations of vF .�; tn/, pF .�; tn/, respectively.
We set b�F D �Fn and we define #n D

�
#n1 ; #

n
2

�T
the velocity of the fluid domain as solution of8<

:

Ox#

n D 0; �Fn
#n D 0; @�Fn n �n
#n D vF;n; �n:

(30)

For all n D 0; � � � ; N � 1, we denote by AtnC1 the map from �
F

n to R2 defined by
AtnC1.bx1;bx2/ D .bx1C
t#n1 ;bx2C
t#n2 /. We set �FnC1 D AtnC1.�Fn /, �nC1 D AtnC1.�n/ and
we remark that Ox D AtnC1.Ox/, for all Ox 2 †1 [†2 [†3.

We define the fluid velocitybvF;nC1 W �Fn ! R2 and the fluid pressurebpF;nC1 W �Fn ! R by

bvF;nC1.Ox/ D vF;nC1.x/; bpF;nC1.Ox/ D pF;nC1.x/; 8Ox2 �Fn ; x D AtnC1.Ox/ 2 �FnC1:

Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Numer. Meth. Engng 2017; 109:1067–1084
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The time advancing scheme for fluid equations is findbvF;nC1 W �Fn ! R2 andbpF;nC1 W �Fn !
R such that

	F
�bvF;nC1 � vF;n


t
C
��

vF;n � #n
�
� rOx

�bvF;nC1�
� 2�FrOx � �

�bvF;nC1�CrOxbpF;nC1 D 	F g; in �Fn

(31)

rOx �bvF;nC1 D 0; in �Fn (32)

�F
�bvF;nC1;bpF;nC1� nF D hnC1in ; on †1 (33)

�F
�bvF;nC1;bpF;nC1� nF D hnC1out ; on †3 (34)

bvF;nC1 D 0; on †2 (35)

The aforementioned time discretization scheme is based on the backward Euler scheme and a
linearization of the convective term.

We multiply the Equations (31) by a test function bwF W �Fn ! R2 such that bwF D 0 on †2
and the Equation (32) by a test functionbq W �Fn ! R. After integrating them over the domain �Fn
and using the Green’s formula and the corresponding boundary conditions, we obtain the following
discrete weak form.

FindbvF;nC1 W �Fn ! R2 such thatbvF;nC1 D 0 on †2 andbpF;nC1 W �Fn ! R such thatZ
�Fn

	F
bvF;nC1

t

�bwF d OxC Z
�Fn

	F
���

vF;n � #n
�
� rOx

�bvF;nC1� �bwF d Ox
�

Z
�Fn

�
rOx �bwF �bpF;nC1d OxC Z

�Fn

2�F �
�bvF;nC1� W � �bwF � d Ox

D LF .bwF /C Z
�n

�
�F

�bvF;nC1;bpF;nC1�nF
�
�bwF ds;

(36)

Z
�Fn

�
rOx �bvF;nC1�bq d Ox D 0; (37)

for all bwF W �Fn ! R2 such that bwF D 0 on †2 and for allbq W �Fn ! R, where

LF
�bwF � D Z

�Fn

	F
bvF;n

t
�bwF d OxC Z

�Fn

	F g �bwF C Z
†1

hnC1in �bwF C
Z
†3

hnC1out �bwF :
6. MONOLITHIC FORMULATION FOR THE FLUID–STRUCTURE EQUATIONS

We will denote �n D �Fn [ �n [ �
S
n and let us introduce the global velocity, pressure, and

test function

bvnC1 W �n ! R2; bpnC1 W �n ! R; bw W �n ! R2

bvnC1 D ²bvF;nC1 in �FnbvS;nC1 in �Sn
bpnC1 D ²bpF;nC1 in �FnbpS;nC1 in �Sn

bw D ²bwF in �FnbwS in �Sn :
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At each time step, we solve the linear coupled problem: findbvnC1 2 �H 1 .�n/
�2

,bvnC1 D 0 on
†2 [ �

D
0 andbpnC1 2 L2 .�n/,bpnC1 D 0 in �Sn , such thatZ

�Fn

	F
bvnC1

t
�bwd OxC Z

�Fn

	F
�
..vn � #n/ � rOx/bvnC1� �bwd Ox

�

Z
�Fn

�
rOx �bw�bpnC1d OxC Z

�Fn

2�F �
�bvnC1� W � �bw� d Ox

C

Z
�Sn

	S;n
bvnC1

t
�bw d OxC Z

�Sn

bL �bvnC1� W rOxbw d Ox
D LF .bw/C Z

�Sn

	S;n
vn


t
�bw d OxC Z

�Sn

	S;ng �bw d Ox;

(38)

Z
�Fn

�
rOx �bvnC1�bq d Ox D 0; (39)

for all bw 2 �H 1 .�n/
�2

, bw D 0 on †2 [ �D0 and for allbq 2 L2 .�n/.
Remark 1

(i) BecausebvnC1 2 �H 1 .�n/
�2

, then the traces ofbvF;nC1 andbvS;nC1 on �n are well defined and

bvF;nC1
j�n

DbvS;nC1
j�n

which is a discrete form of the continuity of the velocity at the interface (9).
(ii) If the solution of (38)–(39) is smooth, from (38), (26), and (36), we obtainZ

�0

FnC1†nC1NS �WS dS D �

Z
�n

�
�F

�bvF;nC1;bpF;nC1� nF
�
�bwF ds

D �

Z
�0

!n
�
�F

�bvF;nC1;bpF;nC1�nF
�
.IdCUS;n/ �W

F dS

where !n D
��cof .Fn/NS

��
R2

. But bw 2 �H 1 .�n/
�2

, then the traces on �n are well defined
and bwF

j�n
D bwS

j�n
, which gives WF

j�0
DWS

j�0
. Because bw is arbitrary, we obtain

FnC1†nC1NS D �!n
�
�F

�bvF;nC1;bpF;nC1�nF
�
.IdCUS;n/ ; almost everywhere on �0

which is a discrete form of the continuity of the forces at the interface (10).

Algorithm for fluid–structure interaction Time advancing scheme from n to nC 1
We assume that we know �n, vn, pn, #n.

Step 1: Solve the linear system (38)–(39) and obtain the velocitybvnC1 and the pressurebpnC1.

Step 2: Compute the mesh velocity b#nC1�n ! R28̂<
:̂

Oxb#nC1 D 0; �Fnb#nC1 D 0; @�Fn n �nb#nC1 D bvnC1; �n:

(40)

We can replace in (40), the Laplacian by the linear elasticity operator in order to improve the quality
of the mesh.
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Step 3: Define the map Tn W �n ! R2 by

Tn.Ox/ D OxC .
t/b#nC1.Ox/��Fn .Ox/C .
t/bvnC1.Ox/��Sn .Ox/
where ��Fn and ��Sn are the characteristic functions of fluid and structure domains.

Step 4: We set �nC1 D Tn.�n/. We define vnC1 W �nC1 ! R2, pnC1 W �nC1 ! R and
#nC1 W �nC1 ! R2 by

vnC1.x/DbvnC1.Ox/; pnC1.x/ D bpnC1.Ox/; #nC1.x/D b#nC1.Ox/;8Ox 2 �n and x D Tn.Ox/:

Remark 2
We solve the monolithic system (38)–(39) using globally continuous finite element for the velocitybvnC1 2 �

H 1 .�n/
�2

defined all over the fluid–structure global mesh. Then the both continuity
conditions at the interface hold in the sense of Remark 1. For the global pressurebpnC1 2 L2 .�n/,
we have to impose bpnC1 D 0 in �Sn ; more precisely, we impose bpnC1 D 0 at each node of the
structure sub-domain excepting the nodes on the interface �n.

7. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The numerical tests have been produced using FreeFem++ [25].

7.1. Test 1. Flow through a channel with a flexible wall

Physical parameters
The geometrical configuration is represented in Figure 1. The fluid occupies initially the rectangle

�F0 D Œ0; L��Œ0;H� of lengthL D 6 cm and heightH D 1 cm. The viscosity of the fluid was taken
to be �F D 0:035 g

cm�s
, its density 	F D 1 g

cm3
. The thickness of the elastic wall is hS D 0:1 cm,

and the structure occupies initially the rectangle �S0 D Œ0; L� � ŒH;H C hS �. The others physical
parameters of the structure are the Young modulusE D 3 �106 g

cm�s2
, the Poisson ratio �S D 0:3, the

density 	S0 D 1:1 g

cm3
. The Lamé parameters are computed by the formulas �S D �SE

.1�2�S /.1C�S /

and �S D E
2.1C�S /

.

For the volume force in fluid and structure, we put g D .0; 0/T . The prescribed boundary stress
at the inlet †1 D ¹0º � Œ0;H� is

hin.x; t / D
² �
103.1 � cos.2t=0:025//; 0

�
; x 2 †1; 0 6 t 6 0:025

.0; 0/ ; x 2 †1; 0:025 6 t 6 T

and hout D .0; 0/ at the outlet †3 D ¹Lº � Œ0;H�. On †2 D Œ0; L� � ¹0º, on a (8). The structure
is fixed at the left and at the right sides, ŒAB� D ¹0º � ŒH;H C hS �, respectively, ŒCD� D ¹Lº �
ŒH;H C hS �. The remaining boundary conditions are (3), (9), and (10).

Initially, the fluid and the structure are at rest.
Numerical parameters We have chosen the following numerical parameters: 
t D 0:001 s the

time step and N D 100 the number of time steps. We have used for the fluid and structure domains
a unique global mesh of 6048 triangles and 3167 vertices, see Figure 2. The global fluid–structure
mesh could be obtained by ‘gluing’ the fluid and structure meshes which are matching at the
interface. Using FreeFem++ [25], it is possible to construct a global fluid–structure mesh with an
‘interior boundary’, which is the fluid–structure interface. For the finite element approximation of
the fluid–structure velocity, we have used the triangular finite element P1 C bubble, and we have
employed for the pressure the finite element P1. The linear fluid–structure system is solved using the
LU decomposition.
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Figure 2. Test 1. Fluid–structure mesh at time instant t D 0 (top) and t D 0:025 (bottom).

CPU time The Test 1 was performed on a computer with a processor of 4 � 2:53 GHz frequency
and 4 Go RAM. The CPU was 4min 13s using the monolithic approach. Using the partitioned
procedures method described in [26], the CPU was 42min for m D 3, where m is the dimen-
sion of the optimization problem solved at each time step, in order to obtain the continuity of the
stress at the fluid–structure interface. The optimization problem have been solved by the Broyden,
Fletcher, Goldford, Shano (BFGS) algorithm. At each time step, the BFGS performs in average
6.96 iterations. At each BFGS iteration, 2.65 evaluations of the cost function are necessary in aver-
age for the line search and one call of the gradient. In this paper, we compute rJ.˛/ by the finite
differences scheme

@J

@˛k
.˛/ �

J.˛C
˛kek/ � J.˛/


˛k

where ek is the kth vector of the canonical base of Rm, and 
˛k D 10�6 is the grid spacing.
Consequently, m C 1 D 4 calls of the cost function are needed in order to compute the gradient.
To sum up, at each time step, the BFGS performs in average 46.31 evaluations of the cost function.
Each cost function call consists in solving a linear fluid problem using the LU factorization and
solving a non-linear structure problem using the Newton’s method, which performs in average two
iterations. The CPU was 1h 14min for m D 5 using the partitioned procedures method.

Behavior of the computed solution For 
t D 0:001 s, the fluid velocity and pressure at different
time instants are plotted in Figures 3 and 4. A wave starts from the left side and goes to the right
side. The pressure in the structure domain has no physical signification, and it is fixed to zero. The
vertical displacements of three points at the interface for time steps 
t D 0:001 s, 
t D 0:0005 s,
and 
t D 0:0025 s are presented in Figure 5 in the left column and for three mesh size 1=10, 1=20,
1=30 in the right column. The time stability of the algorithm does not depend on the time step or the
mesh size. We observe that the vertical displacements are less than 0.3 cm.

After t D 0:025 s, the prescribed boundary stress at the inlet hin is .0; 0/, so the difference
between the inlet stress at †1 and the outlet stress at †1 is zero. The system has a stored energy
at the time instant t D 0:025 s, and it keeps on evolving afterwards, the vertical displacements of
points at the interface are presented in Figure 5.

We can simulate a quasi-incompressible structure by using a large value for �S . In Figure 6, we
can observe that the volume does not vary much for �S D 108.

7.2. Test 2. Flow around a flexible thin structure attached to a fixed cylinder

We have tested the benchmark FSI3 from [27].
The structure is composed by a rectangular flexible beam attached to a fixed circle. The circle

center is positioned at .0:2; 0:2/ m measured from the left bottom corner of the channel. The circle
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Figure 3. Test 1. Fluid–structure velocities [cm/s] at time instant t D 0:015 (top), t D 0:025 (middle),
t D 0:035 (bottom).

has the radius r D 0:5 m and the rectangular beam is of length ` D 0:35 m, thickness h D 0:02 m.
The mass density is 	S D 1000 Kg/m3, the Young modulus is ES D 5:6�106 Pa and the Poisson’s
ratio is �S D 0:4.

The channel has the length L D 2:5 m and the width H D 0:41 m. The fluid dynamic viscosity
is �F D 1 Kg/(m s) and the mass density is 	F D 1000 Kg/m3.

We denote by †1 D ¹0º � Œ0;H�, †3 D ¹Lº � Œ0;H� the left and the right vertical bound-
aries of the channel and by †2 D Œ0; L� � ¹0º, †4 D Œ0; L� � ¹H º the bottom and the top
boundaries, respectively.

We have used the boundary condition v D vin at the inflow †1, where

vin.x1; x2; t / D

8<
:
�
1:5U x2.H�x2/

.H=2/2
.1�cos.�t=2//

2
; 0
�
; .x1; x2/ 2 †1; 0 6 t 6 2�

1:5U x2.H�x2/

.H=2/2
; 0
�
; .x1; x2/ 2 †1; 2 6 t 6 T D 10

and U D 1:8. At †2, †4, as well as on the boundary of the circle, we have imposed the no-slip
boundary condition v D 0. At the outflow†3, we have imposed the traction free �F .v; p/nF D 0.

Initially, the fluid and the structure are at rest.
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Figure 4. Test 1. Fluid–structure pressure [dynes/cm2� at time instant t D 0:015 (top), t D 0:025 (middle),
t D 0:035 (bottom).

We use a global mesh for the fluid–structure domain of 4964 triangles and 2604 vertices, see
Figure 7 and the time step is 
t D 0:002 s. We have employed the same finite elements as for the
Test 1.

After an initial transient period, the system settles into periodic large amplitude oscilations,
Figure 8. We observe that the vertical displacements are less than 0:03 m. The average frequency
in the time interval Œ8; 10� is about 5 Hz. We have used U D 1:8 for the boundary condition at the
inflow†1 which is smaller that U D 2 employed in [27] where the amplitude of the oscilations was
about 0:034 m. The pressure in the structure domain has no physical signification, and it is fixed to
zero, Figure 9, at the right.

7.3. Test 3. Flow around a slender flexible structure attached to a rigid square
This benchmark was proposed in [28] with the parameters ‘Structure 2’, used in [12], also. A rigid
square is submerged in a fluid and a slender flexible structure is attached to the rigid body.

The square center is positioned at .5; 6/ cm measured from the left bottom corner of the channel.
The square is of the side length 1 cm, and the rectangular beam is of length ` D 4 cm, thickness
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Figure 5. Test 1. Time history of the vertical displacement [cm] of three points on the interface when the
left side of the structure is fixed. Points of horizontal coordinate x1 D L

4
(top), x1 D L

2
(middle), x1 D 3L

4
(bottom). We have used three time step 
t D 0:001, 
t D 0:0005, 
t D 0:0025 (left column) and three

meshes of size 1=10, 1=20, 1=30 (right column).

h D 0:06 cm. The mass density is 	S D 2 g/cm3, the Young modulus is ES D 2� 106.g/cm s/ and
the Poisson’s ratio is �S D 0:35.

The channel has the length L D 19 cm and the width H D 12 cm. The fluid dynamic viscosity
is �F D 1:82 � 10�4.g/cm s/, and the mass density is 	F D 1:18 � 10�3g/cm3.

We denote by †1 D ¹0º � Œ0;H�, †3 D ¹Lº � Œ0;H� the left and the right vertical bound-
aries of the channel and by †2 D Œ0; L� � ¹0º, †4 D Œ0; L� � ¹H º the bottom and the top
boundaries, respectively.

We have used the boundary condition v D .v1; v2/ D .U1; 0/ at the inflow †1, for U1 D
25 cm/s. 0n the boundary of the square, we have imposed the no-slip boundary condition v D 0, at
†2 and †4, v2 D 0 and at the outflow †3, we have imposed the traction free �F .v; p/nF D 0.

Initially, the fluid and the structure are at rest.
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Figure 6. Test 1. The volume of the structure for �S D �SE

.1�2�S/.1C�S/
D 1730769:23, �S D 0 and

�S D 108.

Figure 7. Test 2. Details of the fluid–structure mesh at t D 0 and t D 8:732.

Figure 8. Test 2. Time history of the vertical displacement of the midle point of the left side of the structure.

We use a global mesh for the fluid–structure domain of 5107 triangles and 2625 vertices, see
Figure 10 and the time step is 
t D 0:001 s. We have employed the same finite elements as for the
Test 1.

We observe that the vertical displacements are less than 0:6 cm, see Figure 11. The average
frequency in the time interval Œ10; 15� is about 1:2 Hz. As in [28], several vortices developing in
the vicinity of the deformed structure; see Figure 12 at the left. We have used U1 D 25 cm/s for
the boundary condition at the inflow †1 which is smaller that U D 51:3 cm/s employed in [28] or
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Figure 9. Test 2. Velocity and pressure at t D 8:732.

Figure 10. Test 3. Detail of the fluid–structure mesh at t D 0 and t D 13:800.

Figure 11. Test 3. Time history of the vertical displacement of the midle point of the left side of the structure.

Figure 12. Test 3. Velocity and pressure at t D 13:800.
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U D 31:5 cm/s employed in [12]. In the last cited paper, the maximum tip displacement is 0:8 cm
with a frequency of 0:8Hz. For U D 51:3 or U D 31:5, the rotation of the right side of the structure
is important, and the construction of the ALE mesh using (40) fails.

8. CONCLUSIONS

We have used a global moving mesh for the fluid–structure domain, where the fluid–structure
interface is an interior boundary of the global mesh. The continuity of velocity at the interface is
automatically satisfied because we use continuous finite elements. The continuity of stress does
not appear explicitly in the monolithic fluid–structure system, that we solve at each time step. The
method is fast compared with a particular partitioned procedure algorithm.
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